In the following note we show that the abelian cubic fields are rare in relation to all cubic fields over the rationals. This is no surprise since an irreducible cubic equation generates an abelian field if and only if the coefficients of the equation are subject to a certain restriction (that the discriminant of the equation be a perfect square). To express this rareness in analytic form we arrange the fields in order of increasing field-discriminant and we define Na(x) = number of abelian cubic fields of (positive) discriminant
x, and N(x) = number of (abelian and non-abelian) cubic fields of discriminant ^x in absolute value.
Then we show by means of a "zeta-function discussion" that defined (at first) for Re s>l, where q are the primes =1 (mod 6).
To estimate U(y) we introduce the primes r= -1 (mod 6) and start with the identity: = nKi + 2r')(i-g-8)2}II{i-r-2'} (5) *W n(i _ ^s)n(i _ ^ n(1 _ 9_s)JI(1 + r_s) • We note that each product of "curly brackets," JJ{ • • • }, is absolutely convergent for at least Re s>l/2, while As before, q are the primes si (mod 6). Now from the behavior of 0(s) ats = l, together with the behavior of f (s) in the critical strip, we can show that (9) U(y) ~ cy (as y -> <*>).
We omit the details since Landau's Handbuch presents them not only for the prime number theorem [3, pp. 180-193] but also for a problem even involving a similar generating function [3, pp. 649-660].
Formula (1) finally follows through the use of formula (2). Q.E.D.
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